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CORPORATE PROFILE

Melaka
G-7, Block Dahlia 2,

Jalan Zahir 6, Taman Malim Jaya,
75250 Melaka, Malaysia.

  T 606-336 1828
 F 606-337 1828

 E sales@immco.com.my

Puchong
No 12, Jalan MJ 15,

Taman Industri Meranti Jaya,
47120 Puchong,

Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia. 
 T 603-8066 7972
  F 603-8066 3886

E sales_central@immco.com.my

Johor
No 11, Jalan Cenderai 5,

Bandar Kota Puteri,
81750, Masai, Johor Bahru.

 T 607-251 6828
  F 606-337 1828

E sales@immco.com.my

Immco Sdn Bhd was set up in 1994 and has an excellent sales and service 
record for hydraulic tools & equipment in the local and oversea market.  
We are proud to be one of the longest serving Authorised Distributor for 
SPXFlow Power Team Hydraulics Tools since 1995. 

With over 20 years of experience, we strive to be one of Malaysia’s 
leading industrial supplies company to achieve utmost satisfaction for 
our customers. We accomplish that by providing extended services with 
prompt delivery, after sales services, and innovative and total solutions 
to customers’ problems through the use of differentiated and standard 
products with reasonable returns. 

IMMCO provides “One Stop Solution” for all your Hydraulic and 
Maintenance Needs and is the Authorised Distributor for many 

reputable brands and quality products.

Our mission is to provide quality products, professional 
service and total customer satisfaction. 

WWW.IMMCO.COM.MY
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Fuel Injection
Ground Engaging Tools
Frame & Body
Rubber Track

Operator Station
Bearings
Tools & Accessories

Costex Tractor Parts CTP® is a worldwide quality supplier of new replacement parts for 
Caterpillar® Equipment. On top of offering premium parts, CTP also provides 
exceptional service, outstanding savings and the support needed to get orders out 
quickly and accurately. Immco became the Authorised Distributor and Stock in 
Singapore since 2011. 

PRODUCT CATEGORY
CTP parts are put through a rigorous quality control inspection process to ensure 
quality consistency and guarantee maximum performance parts to customers. 
CTP offer “Quality with Value Guaranteed™”.

ABC Gasket Kit / Seals & Gaskets
The ABC Gasket Kit program is designed to consolidate gasket kits and make it 
easier for the parts person to order and for the rebuilder himself to quickly identify 
and organize their seals and gaskets.

Electrical System
Tested at the facilities, the Electrical Systems are guarantee to work in proper 
condition. CTP electrical parts are built to last and work in the most extreme 
environmental conditions. 

Engine Components / Overhaul Kit Power Packs
CTP engine parts are designed and manufactured to work hard as an integrated 
system. With continual improvement to manufacturing techniques, customers are 
assured with quality products with the best technology available in the market. 

Braking & Steering System
CTP offers everything you need for the repair and maintenance of your 
equipment’s complete braking system. The parts in the braking system work as 
hard as those in any other system on your machine. Parts are rigorously inspected 
to ensure your safety.

Power Train
Power train components must hold up high impact loads and frequent changes of 
direction and movements. CTP takes into account all these demands using testing 
procedures that simulate real-world applications. 

Hydraulic System
The Hydraulic system transfers pressure through liquid to drive hydraulic 
machinery in the lifting of an object. CTP hydraulic parts help increase the force to 
get the desired power needed to operate your machine. 

Other product category includes:
Cooling System
Hardware
Undercarriage
Filters



TENTEC BOLT TENSIONERS

Atlas Copco Tentec offers world class bolting solutions for oil & gas, conventional power generation, wind energy and other 
industries using their standard range  of hydraulic bolt tensioning tools and hydraulic nuts.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Tentec Hydraulic Tensioners
Tentec Hydraulic Tensioners are designed to suit a very diverse application. With various established product lines, these tensioners 
are more than capable of handling typical topside, subsea and wind turbine bolting applications, to mention a few. The tensioners 
are open to customization to tailor fit any application.
 

Tentec Hydraulic Nuts
Tentec Hydraulic Nuts offers an extremely rapid and simple method of tensioning
bolts simultaneously and accurately on a bolted piece. These hydraulic nuts become
a permanent part of the bolted piece and remain on the section after the bolt load
has been generated.

 

Atlas Copco offers a comprehensive range of mechanical and hydraulic bolting equipment, allowing precision and effective force to 
make work productive and safe. From joint assembly, controlled tightening, torque wrench pumps to join separation, Atlas Copco’s 
bolting equipment tools offer a one stop solution for your problems. Immco is the Authorised Service Center for Atlas Copco in 
Malaysia.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Hydraulic Driven Torque Wrench
Carries a wide range of hydraulic torque wrenches – notably the square drive and direct hex insert type. 

Air Driven Torque Wrench
Carries a wide range of lightweight pneumatic nutrunner with adjustable torque output. 

Manual Torque Wrench
Carries a wide range of adjustable manual hand-held torque wrenches.
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Hydratron is the Global Leader in manufacturing of High-Pressure Air Driven 
Liquid Pumps, Gas Boosters and associated systems. They take pride in its 
reputation for manufacturing high-quality, reliable equipment and its flexible 
approach to engineered system design, ensuring customers functional demands 
are always catered for. Immco was appointed the Authorised Distributor for 
Hydratron since 2009.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Air Operated Liquid Pump

4 ranges offering output pressures up to 45,800 PSI (3,160 Bar)
Output flows up to 7 gpm (31.5 Ltr/min)
Chemical service models available
ATEX and PED compliant

Standard Power Packs and Hydrostatic Test
Incorporating well proven and reliable Hydratron air operated pumps
Include all necessary controls and instrumentation
Chemical service models available
Output pressures up to 45,800 PSI (3,160 Bar)
Output flows up to 7 gpm (31.5 Ltr/min)
Electric, petrol and diesel driven units are available

Air Operated Gas Booster Pumps and Power Packs
Output pressures up to 21,000 PSI (1,448 Bar)
Ideal for pressure testing with gases such as air, nitrogen or helium
Capable of handling hydrogen and methane (special sitting conditions apply)
Ideal for charging hydraulic accumulators or down hole tools
Numerous laboratory applications

High-Pressure Valves, Fittings, and Tubing
Full range of medium and high-pressure valves and fittings available
Needle, ball, check and safety valves can be supplied from stock
Elbows, Tees, Crosses, Couplings, and Adaptors make up the fittings range
Specials can be manufactured to order  



Atlas Copco Tentec offers world class bolting solutions for oil & gas, conventional power generation, wind energy and other 
industries using their standard range  of hydraulic bolt tensioning tools and hydraulic nuts.
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Bega International BV in Vaassen, The Netherlands is the manufacturer of Betex Bearing Heaters. Their heaters are used 
all over the world and in various industries. Immco was appointed the Authorised Distributor for Betex Induction Heater 
in Malaysia since 2008.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
Induction Bearing Heating
Induction Bearing Heating is a superior, fast and controlled heating method.

Applicable to bearings, gear wheels, bushes and coupling etc.
Provides Energy Saving alternative to traditional methods.
Prevents unnecessary damage and retains original lubrication ideal for sealed and pre-lubricated bearings.
Large selection range from 3.6 to 100kVA.
Meets EC and IEC standards.

Established as a professional manufacturer of hydraulic tools, KuDos’ range of tools include Hydraulic cutters, crimping tools, cable 
crimping tools, hydraulic pumps and more. All KuDos hydraulic tools are developed using American and European technology which 
comply withal standard of CE, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, IECQ QC 080001 and OHSAS 18000. With years of industry experience, KuDos is 
constantly developing new innovative solutions to add on new quality tools to their product line. Immco was appointed the 
Authorised Distributor for KuDos Hydraulic tools since 2006.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Hydraulic Cutter

Suitable to work with telcom and industrial cables such as ACSR.

Hydraulic Crimping Tools
Applicable compression range up to 1,000 mm2, crimping force up to 200 Tons.

Hydraulic Nut Splitter
Size of nut range up to 75mm, splitting force up to 90 Tons.

Hydraulic Flange Spreader
Integrated wedge concept: friction-free, smooth, parallel wedge movement eliminates
flange damage and spreading arm failure.



CEJN is a leading global niche company providing innovative quick connect solutions and 
high-pressure hoses and fittings, adding value and productivity to customer applications and 
processes. CEJN is committed to high-quality products with focus on performance, safety and 
environment, secured through own development and production in a spirit of continuous 
improvements of processes, technologies and products.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Ultra High-Pressure Hydraulic Products
The wide range of High-Pressure couplings and hoses is compatible with Jacks, Cable Cutters, 
Pipe bending and bolt tensioning tools, torque wrenches, rescue equipment, hydrostatic 
testing equipment, and more. CEJN’s High-Pressure Hydraulic Products are built to provide 
solutions for a wide range of application environments including:

Subsea, Gas and Turbine, Shipbuilding
Rescue Service
Bolt Tightening
Wind power and heavy lifting

Jackram specializes in designing and manufacturing professional hydraulic equipment and 
tools for the Auto Repairing industry. Jackram had expanded their product line since 2003 
while building towards sustainable productivity.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Hydraulic Puller

Four stages of foldable and removable handle saves handle force during operation
360° rotary socket
Self-contained hydraulic pump and puller body with integral safety valve
Heat treated and chrome plated hydraulic cylinder rod provides linear force
Easy release valve
Spring loaded live centering nut for ease of usage (removable)
Extension rods allow user to extend the stroke according to needs
Applicable to various applications where pulling is required

®



From inflatable jacks, hydraulic pumps, cylinders, and synchronous jacking 
systems to clamping components and hydraulic driven special tools and 
accessories, the SPXFLOW Power Team ultimate-force tools and equipment 
are used wherever strong, concentrated force is required – on construction 
sites, power plants, rail lines, shipyards, mining operations and more. 
Immco has been the Authorised Distributor for SPXFLOW Power Team 
Hydraulic Tools since 1995.

PRODUCT CATEGORY
Hydraulic Pumps
Manual Hand Pump, Electric Driven, Air Driven and Battery Operated Pump 
with maximum working pressure of 10,000psi to suits all kind of hydraulic 
equipment.

Hydraulic Press
Ranges from 5ton to 200ton capacity for all pressing applications

Hydraulic Puller
Specially designed for extracting rotary parts like bearings, gears, pulleys 
and etc.

Hydraulic Special Tools
Nut Splitter, Flange Spreader, Inflatable Jacks, Railroad Roller Bearing Puller, 
Mini Jacks, Stressing Jacks, Toe Jacks, C-Clamps, Puncher and etc.

Hydraulic Components and Accessories
Pressure Gauge, Hoses, Valves, Manifold Blocks, Fittings and etc.


